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An Interesting Problem in Spherical Trigonometry
Olay Oztan, Ufuk Ozerman and Zafer Kizilsu (Istanbul Technical University, Maslak, Istanbul, Turkey) This paper provides an example of the versatility of mathematics and how it can be applied to the formulation of navigation methods which are more elegant and efficient than those traditionally used. For example, there is little use currently made of the calculus or the techniques of differential geometry. A difficulty in applying general mathematical methods is the inconsistency of navigation coordinate systems, which could usefully be changed so that longitude and GHA, for instance, could be measured eastwards in the range o°-360 0 .
The problem considered below is of little importance in itself, either in terms of mathematics or navigation, but it illustrates how alternatives to traditional approaches to navigational requirements can lead to more attractive solutions. This particular problem has been inspired by the book Theory and Problems of Differential and Integral Calculus in SI Units. At a time t, the longitude difference AX between the coordinates of points P\(\jr -<j)t, A) and P' 2 
( Figure 1 ). If we use the edge cosine theorem for the triangle NP[ P' 2 , it can be written as follows 2 
: , cosS = sin(\/-wt).sin^ + cos (i/r -o)t).cosyr.
(3) The minimum value of S is obtained by setting, the derivative of equation (3), equal to zero. Thus from (3), we get equation (4) 
cos(ijr -<i>t).[l. cos ijr. sin (i/r-(ot) -sin ifr]
If the first multiplier cos (^-tot) of the equation is set equal to zero then, from equation (3) we obtain, S mln = 9 0°-^.
In that case a minimum of equation (3) arises when the ship is at the North Pole. Another minimum of equation (3) From equation (6) cos
is obtained. If the equalities (6) and (7) are substituted into equation (3), we obtain
+ 3 cos 2 \lr
The minimum distance between the ships is the minimum value obtained from (j) and (8).
2.1. Special Conditions. Three questions are addressed in sections (a), (b) and (c) below:
(a) At which latitude is the initial state at time t = o, at the same time, the minimum distance between the ships ? If the edge cosine theorem is applied to the NP l ? 2 spherical triangle, we obtain, cos S = sin 2 ft + cos 3 ijr.
In this special condition, equation (9) should be equal to the equation (8). If equation (9) is set equal to the equation (8), we obtain,
From the trigonometric equation (10) we obtain, In this situation, from equation (8) or (9), we find, Smin = 28°J7' 18".09.
(b) On which latitude is the minimum distance the greatest? If the derivative of equation (8) according to rjr is set equal to zero we obtain the equation,
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This is the latitude which gives the maximum value of the minimum distance. If this \jr value is substituted into equation (8) (ii) From the general solution of the problem related to \jr, many numerical examples can be arranged which could be useful for spherical trigonometry education.
